
About Safecity

Safecity is a platform that crowdsources personal stories of 
sexual harassment and abuse in public spaces. This data which 
maybe anonymous, gets aggregated as hot spots on a map 
indicating trends at a local level. The idea is to make this data 
useful for individuals, local communities and local 
administration to identify factors that causes behavior that leads 
to violence and work on strategies for solutions

Campaign in Indira Nagar
Indira Nagar

Abstract

Safecity’s campaign in Indira Nagar, in collaboration with Vacha, 
primarily focused on adolescent girls, as well as boys, of the 
community giving them the tools and techniques required to 
bring about social change such as making the community a safer 
place for girls. In the process, campaigning team did exercise 
such as mapping of the community, surveys, promoting 
community engagement through street theatre and art, and so 
on
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1. Campaign Description

1.1 Background

Safecity, in collaboration with Vacha, conducted a campaign against sexual violence in public spaces in community of Indira 
Nagar located in Jogeshwari East, Mumbai. The campaign primarily focused on adolescent girls, as well as boys, of the 
community giving them tools and techniques required to about social change such as making the community a safer place 
for girls. During the campaign, the core campaigning team conducted exercises such as mapping of the community, surveys, 
promoting community engagement through street theatre and art, reaching out to stakeholders of the community and so on 
with the idea of collecting data and, spreading awareness and designing interventions  

1.2 Existing issues

Just like a lot other areas, sexual harassment is a serious concern in Indira Nagar. Per the information shared by girls who 
participated in the workshop, boys harass for fun and to prove their mardangi to keep women in their place are the reasons 
why sexual harassment takes place. Darkness, empty roads were among the factors which encourage harassment as shared 
by them. While listing the safe and unsafe places in the basti, it was unraveled that number of unsafe places were higher 
than number of safe places, the school, the toilet, the temple and the maidan were identified as unsafe.

Why sexual harassment happens?

- Boys harass for fun
- To prove manhood and keep 

women in their place
- …

What factors encourage 
harassment?

- Dark places
- Empty roads
- …

Listed unsafe places?

- School
- Toilet
- Temple
- Maidan
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1.2 Existing issues (contd.)

Other than What, When, and Where of incidences of sexual violence, other questions such as what action was taken after 
the incident, who did the responder share the incident with, what were the repercussions of the incident among others 
were addressed. These questions not only gave a clarity into the magnitude of prevalent sexual violence in and around the 
community, but also into the perception towards violence and how important it is to talk about the public space and girls’ 
right to access them.
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1.3 Current Impact

At being asked what was the effect of sexual violence, most respondents spoke about:

1. Change of route: Respondents informed that they had to change the route they actually took. 69 respondents reported 
change of route affecting her access to spaces. This may seem at first not drastic, however if one understands its implications 
as how the onus of violence is placed on the girl, as well as how such an act may affect her access to spaces, we see how 
sexual harassment can lead to structural violence

2. Impact on mental health: Change of route not just impacts women’s access to space, but the fear that makes them 
change their route can affect their mental health as well 

11 respondents reported leaving home with family members only and 8 were prevented from going out of home post the 
incidents. Few girls were made to drop out of school/college, and one girl was even married off. This shows the severity of 
implications of sexual harassment on the lives of young women.
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2. Campaign Objectives

2.1 Goals

The campaign aimed to reduce and remove sexual violence in public spaces in the community in and around Indira Nagar by 
involving and educating girls, boys and various other stakeholders in the community. Education was provided broadly in the 
form of identifying prone areas, spreading awareness through forms of mass communication promoting community 
engagement and conducting surveys. Below are the detailed objectives:

1. Increase awareness on sexual harassment, individual and collective legal rights and laws against sexual harassment
a. Encourage people to report sexual harassment in public spaces through training and development

2. Address public harassment in public spaces using data and technology
a. Train stakeholders (internal and external) on engaging community members to take ownership of the campaign 

for systematic and social change
b. Address absence/ lack of bystander intervention

3. Increase community participation
a. Engage community members in brainstorming sessions
b. Improve community members’ involvement in devising an effective solution to curb sexual harassment cases

2.2  Target Audience

1. Women, girls and boys from the community
2. Parents
3. Mahila Mandal (women’s group) and other communities
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3. Campaign Methodology and Challenges

3.1 Methodology
The campaign was conducted in multiple phases to ensure accurate diagnostic and develop a comprehensive solution for the 
above mentioned problems:

1. Diagnostic
a. Conducting surveys and collecting data in and around Indira Nagar along with an elaborate manual mapping 

exercise identifying safe and unsafe areas
b. Identifying types of harassment that happened and number of each, which are the most prone areas, what were 

the actions taken and whom did the victims share information with providing better landscape of the problem
c. Organizing focused group discussions, parents’ and community meetings

2. Surveys, data collection, and analyses
a. Mapping exercise: 20 girls of ages between 13 to 18 were a part of workshop on mapping sexual harassment. 

Physical maps with roads and unsafe zones were created with reasons why they are unsafe.
b. Data collection and survey: A survey was conducted over a few months, looking at a sample of 100 girls between 

the ages of 10 to 20 years and were documented based on the Safecity reporting form
c. Data analysis: The results obtained from the data collection exercise were analysed revealing some disturbing 

facts for instance, 96% of these girls had experienced some form of sexual violence, 51 of the these events of 
sexual violence happened in lanes nearby homes

d. Parents’ meeting: These were aimed at discussing the campaign with the parents and develop a strong support 
group from the community. It was also aimed at explaining sexual harassment and importance of working against 
it in the community
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3. Women’s day celebration: The event was organized in the form of a fun-fair. Women were educated as to why is the 
women’s day celebrated and its importance. Games were organized to make understanding of gender related issues more 
interactive. The results of the campaign were presented to groups of women giving them a picture into seriousness of the 
issue.

3.2 Challenges: 

1. Low to No participation of male members of the community: No male member of the community participated in the 
parents’ meeting that was organized during the campaign demonstrating the ignorance that exists within a major faction 
of the community

2. Strong influence of Shiv Sena and MNS: These organization comprises of boys of the community who more often than 
not are the cause of sexual harassment in the community. These groups are known to have social power in these 
communities, greatly impacting the quality of output derived

3. Lack of awareness among members of the community about rights and law
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Pictures from the Mapping Exercise
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Sports event organized for girls during campaign
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4. Campaign Outcome and Impact
The campaign was successful in creating awareness among a major section of the community about prevalence of sexual 
harassment and the factors responsible for them. It received women and girls participation in good numbers for instance, 
100 girls (age group 10-20 years) participated in survey exercise, 20 girls participating in the mapping exercise and women 
participating in the parents’ meeting. 

1. Diagnostic: The results that were obtained through the surveys, mapping and unsafe area identification exercises 
really helped in bringing the community forward and together for the issue. Quantification of number, type and places 
where sexual harassment have happened historically, gives a pretty good insight into the issue and also helps take the 
right course of actions for corrective measures

2. Awareness Programs: These were organized in form of parents’ meeting, Women’s day, surveys and mapping exercises 
and sports event for girls from the community and each event witnessed participation in heavy numbers. These 
programs made women from the community more forthcoming about sexual harassment

3. Geographical Inspection: Areas in and around the community were marked as unsafe. Following areas were identified:
i. The water tank near Shiv Shakti Mandal
ii. Trimurti Seva Sangh (Azad Maidan)
iii. MHADA (main road)
iv. Near the toilet (Azad Nagar)
v. Maidan (Azad Nagar)
vi. Karkare Garden (Near Kokan Hospital)
vii. Ashok Kunte Garden (near St. Xaviers

This would help girls/women take more informed decision before they plan to through these places
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5. Conclusion
Located in Jogeshwari East in the city of Mumbai, Indira Nagar is a large poor settlement with many smaller communities. 
Just like many other areas, Indira Nagar has high number of sexual harassment cases that are known to have happened in 
the area.
Safecity in collaboration with Vacha, conducted a campaign in the area against sexual harassment that spanned for a 
couple of months. Workshops, surveys and other events were organized within the community with the objective of 
identifying the root cause of the prevalent issue and the areas which are unsafe for women. This campaign, which was 
also aimed at making women more aware and forthcoming about the issue was really successful, witnessing participation 
of women in large numbers across all events. Sports event that was organized during the campaign proved to be a 
confidence booster for the girls from the community as stated by one of them.


